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Job Title:   Product Manager (Platform & Payments) 
Reporting to:  CTO (CEO interim period) 
Region:   UK - East England 
 

Company Background 
PCI Pal is a provider of secure cloud payment solutions for business communications.  Our products are used by 
partners and customers to secure the handling of payments across a number of customer engagement channels 
including voice (live agent and IVR) and digital.   We have established a strong brand in the high growth payment 
security market, providing PCI compliant solutions to market leading organisations globally, both through our 
channel/reseller relationships as well as direct to end user customers.  Our resellers include some of the best-known 
names in the cloud communications (CCaaS and UCaaS) space, as well as carriers, platform resellers, and payment 
service providers.  Our end user customers are across a wide variety of verticals including retail, government, 
utilities, financial services, and telecommunications.     
 

Today and due to the pandemic, the vast majority of PCI Pal employees work remotely from home.  We retain 
offices in the UK (Ipswich and London), and US (Charlotte, NC).  The Ipswich office is the UK head office.  We work 
across multiple time zones, working with customers and partners globally with current public cloud availability of 
our services across EMEA, North America, and ANZ. 
 

PCI Pal is publicly listed on the London Stock Exchange AIM market (AIM: PCIP.L).  We are growing fast, with 
revenue growth exceeding 50% year on year.  Our strong partner and customer base, as well as our reputation for 
delivering cost effective, operationally efficient secure payment solutions has made us a leader in our growing 
market. We believe we are #1 in the cloud segment, where we were the first in our space to launch cloud-only 
products, and are today the only true-cloud vendor in the market with global capabilities. Our integrated 
technology partnerships with the leading global CCaaS and UCaaS vendors reflects this leadership position. 
 

The Role 
PCI Pal’s secure payment solutions for business communications mix voice, digital, and payment technologies to 
provide partners and customers with all-encompassing security and compliance solutions for handling customer 
payment data.  PCI Pal products integrate to more than 60 payment service providers, and are used by end 
customers across any number of desktop applications including Salesforce and SAP.   
 

This role is the second hire into the Company’s newly formed Product Management team and is focused on the 
platform (desktop, reporting, and associated features) and payment (interaction with payment providers, reporting, 
and data collection) aspects of PCI Pal solutions.   
 

The successful applicant will be responsible for helping to lead business transformation to a product led company 
by taking existing products and producing product sets that are well formed, easy to sell,  deliver and maintain.  
There will also be a requirement to interact with internal and external stakeholders (at customers and partners) 
harnessing ideas, scoping requirements, and product managing the development of new products and services.   
 

You’ll interface with our partners and, where necessary, suppliers from a commercial and operational perspective, 
ensuring that the provision of our services are resilient, commercially viable and fit for purpose.  You will be the 
relationship owner for these supplier partners and manage the relationship to the benefit of both parties.  You 
should be comfortable and experienced presenting to stakeholders, both internal and external. 
 

PCI Pal is growing rapidly and the position requires a flexible approach. The successful candidate will be equal parts 
technical and commercial, getting hands-on and occasionally working out of hours as required to support our 
customers and reseller/supplier partners in Europe, North America and Asia Pacific.  When restrictions ease 
occasional international travel may be required. 
  

Key Responsibilities 

• Working with the Product Manager (voice and networks) to deliver well-formed and robust product offerings. 

• Working with senior executives to provide technical guidance in tactical and strategic planning. 

• Specify the underlying payments, platform, and/or web  architecture of products following interaction with 
stakeholders, and then driving the delivery process with the CTO, Engineering and Professional Services teams. 

• Ensure robust processes and documentation exists for products,  and that they are understood and adhered 
to. 

• Defining product costs and providing input to pricing/budget discussions in conjunction with the finance team. 
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• Disseminating information on operation, deployment and support. 

• Ensuring both new and existing products are well designed, easy to use and encourage self service either for 
internal or external stakeholders wherever possible or appropriate. 

• Ensuring the Customer Solutions team deliver workable and effective connectivity solutions for direct 
customers and integrated resellers. 

• Maintaining compliance by ensuring the platform and payments architectures meet and exceed internal and 
external security standards. 

• Working with Sales/Presales teams to ensure the platform and payments products are fully understood.  

• Maintaining the roadmap for payment and platform developments and driving through changes to the 
infrastructure to support it. 

• Managing the relationships platform suppliers (including AWS) such that the services provided meet the 
expectations of the business and the relationship is mutually beneficial. 

• Working with the CFO to derive and manage the platform and payments  budget, ensuring the commercial 
viability of  products and services. 

• Assisting the Product Manager (platform) to manage the Salesforce Cloud and CPQ product catalogue. 

• Working with the Voice Operations Team Leader to ensure connectivity to resellers and direct tenants is 
delivered in a timely, cost effective, reliable and resilient way, and put in place the processes to support this.  

 

Technical Skills 

Description Essential Advantage 

An excellent understanding of a technical product manager role, with experience working 
within high-growth tech companies  

☒ ☐ 

A good understanding of the payments market (particularly payment gateways)  and 
associated technologies. 

☒ ☐ 

Excellent understanding of creating and integrating APIs ☒ ☐ 

Strong understanding of UX/UI design and best practice, and associated user behaviour ☐ ☒ 

Able to assimilate and analyse data/reports to help define future products and  solutions. ☐ ☒ 

Experience working with AWS platforms and services ☐ ☒ 

Previous exposure to cloud communications technologies  (UCaaS/CCaaS/ or CPaaS) ☐ ☒ 

Knowledge of PCI compliance and associated standards such as ISO 27001 ☐ ☒ 
 

Personal Attributes 

Description Essential Advantage 

Organised, able to prioritise effectively whilst managing internal/external stakeholders. ☒ ☐ 

A clear understanding of the roles performed by other staff within the business and 
how to interact with them to perform the role. 

☒ ☐ 

Developed and demonstrable influencing skills, including creating and shaping clear 
business cases. 

☒ ☐ 

Constantly looking for new opportunities to improve the service offerings, tenacious in 
following up on delivering them 

☒ ☐ 

Attention to detail combined with creative problem solving and innovative thinking. ☒ ☐ 

Comfortable working directly with customers, sometimes in high pressure situations. 
Able to explain technical concepts to a wide range of audiences, not all of whom will 
have a technical background. 

☒ ☐ 

Flexible and adaptable, working hands on where required and shaping the product 
offerings to accommodate the evolving demands of the business. 

☒ ☐ 

Honest, forthright and proud of your ethical approach to performing the role. ☒ ☐ 

Continuously identifying areas for improvement for yourself, the team and business.  ☒ ☐ 

 


